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Derivations of W*-algebras 
By Shoichiro Sakai* 

1. Introduction 

Let W be a C*-algebra, and let D be a derivation of A, i.e., a linear map- 
ping on W to W satisfying D(xy) = D(x)y + xD(y). D is said to be an inner 
derivation if there is an element a in W such that D(x) = [a, x] = ax - xa for 
x C W. Otherwise, it is said to be an outer derivation. 

The question of whether or not a W*-algebra can have an outer derivation 
has been open for some time (cf. [10, ch. 1, p. 60]). Kaplansky [6] proved that 
every derivation of a type I W*-algebra is inner. Establishing a conjecture of 
Kaplansky, the author [9] proved that every derivation of a C*-algebra is 
bounded. Miles [7] noted that every derivation of a C*-algebra is induced by 
an operator in the weak closure of some faithful representation of the algebra 
(a direct sum of irreducible representations). Recently, Kadison [4] showed that 
every derivation of a C*-algebra on a Hilbert space ? is spatial (i.e., it has the 
form x - bx - xb for some bounded operator b on >, and every derivation of 
a hyper-finite factor is inner. Moreover, Kadison and Ringrose [5] show that 
every derivation of the W*-algebra generated by the regular representation 
of a discrete group is inner. 

In this paper, we shall show the following: every derivation of a W*- 
algebra is inner. This is the affirmative solution to Kadison's conjecture. 

2. Theorems 

In this section, we shall show the following theorems. 

THEOREM 1. Every derivation of a W*-algebra is inner. 

As a corollary of Theorem 1, we have: 

THEOREM 2. Let W be a C*-algebra on a Hulbert space ,, D a derivation 
on Wf, Wf the weak closure of W on A, then there is a bounded operator b belong- 
ing to _f such that D(x) = [b, x] for all x C W, where [b, x] = bx - xb. 

To prove Theorem 1, we shall proceed as follows. Let Mbe a W*-algebra 
on Hilbert space A, D a derivation on M, M' the commutant of M in .D, and A 
a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of M'. 

LEMMA 1 (Kadison [4]). There is a bounded operator b belonging to a 
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W*-algebra (M, A) generated by M and A such that D(x) = [b, x] = bx - xb 
for all xeM. 

For the proof of Lemma 1, we refer to Kadison's paper. 
Put D*(x) = [b*, x], then D*(x) =- [b, x*]*; hence D* is also a derivation 

on M and D = (D + D*)/2 + i (D - D*)/2i. Therefore it is enough to assume 
that b is self-adjoint. Moreover, we can assume that II b 1. Let B(&?) be 
the W*-algebra of all bounded operators on &, S the unit sphere of BQ), M,' 
the self-adjoint portion of M', then b + M,' is weakly closed in B(?), and so a 
set K= (b + M) n S is weakly compact. It is easily seen that a self-adjoint 
element h with II h II _ 1 in B(g?) belongs to K, if and only if [h, x] = [b, x] 
for all x e M. 

Let M, be the self-adjoint portion of M and define 

r = infHIx - aI I xeMI, ac K}. 

LEMMA 2. There are two elements x. and a,, in B(g?) such that x0 l M, 
ae Kand r = IH - aI. 

PROOF. Let (x,) (resp. (an)) be a sequence of M, (resp. K) such that 

lim. Ix -a. II = r, then they are bounded; hence by the weak compactness 
of bounded spheres of B(Q), there is an accumulate point x0 (resp. a,) of (xn) 
(resp. (an)) such that x0 e M, and a, C K; moreover 

r ? 1 x -a. 11 = supape d, I < (xo - ao)d, d > 
? sup limier, 11j11Ij,n I < (Xn -an), : > 9 

< limn H |n - an H r 

This completes the proof. 
Now let ! be a family of all elements (ca I a C I) in B(&?) such that ca= 

xa - aa, xa e Mils, a,, C K, and I cH I = r. For ca, cas e , we shall define a partial 
ordering as follows: ca -< ca if I caz I I > c fz I for all z C Z, (we do not require 
that the order be proper), where Z, is the set of all central projections in M. 
Let = (c, 1 C I,) be a linearly ordered subset of A, and put Fy = {c8 I c8 >- c, 
a Il, then nyeil F. # (0), where F. is the weak closure of Fl, because F. is 

weakly compact. Take cl nlyeil Fa, then 

11cil I= SUP IIe11=11 < C10Y e> I<_ SUPC8>C"Y1 HWI=11 < Ced, e > I <- supC8>G I/ II 1 = r - 

Analogously, we have 

I1I clz 11 SUP, S> cy 1Fz 11 1C'z 11 

for all z C I, and z C Z,. 
On the other hand, 11 ? Hl r + H a, ? r + 1; hence c, belongs to 

(r + 1)S n m1- K; cl belongs also to the set (r + 1)S n m11- K, because it is 
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compact; hence c, belongs to %W and ce -< c, for all y C I,. Theorefore ! has an 
upper bound, and so by Zorn's lemma there is a maximal element c" = xO- a,0 
(xa0oM8, a,0eK)in. 

LEMMA 3. C0 = ?, if M' is a countably decomposable type III algebra. 
PROOF. Suppose that ca0 # 0. Then, first of all, we shall show that there 

is a projection e' in M' such that e' 1- e' in M' and e'ca(l - e') 7 0. 
Suppose that e'caO(l - e')- 0 for all e' as above, then e'c,, - cue'; hence 
ze'co= caOze' for all z e ZP, because coo belongs to (M, A) c (M, M'), and so 
pca ca0p' for all projection p' C M', because p' is equivalent to its central 
support z(p') in M' and so p' can be written as a sum of two mutually orthogo- 
nal, equivalent projections e'z(p'), f'z(p') such that e' - 1 -e' and f' 1 - 
therefore c00 C M" = M, and so co = 0, a contradiction. 

Take a projection e' C M' such that e' - (1 - e') in M', and e'cO(l - e') # 0. 
Let v' be a partial isometry of M' such that v'*v' e' and v'v'* = 1 - e', then 
B(Qj) can be considered the matrix algebra of all 2 x 2 matrices over a W*- 
algebra W = {e'xe' + v'e'xe'v'* I x C B(i)} and M' is considered a *-subalgebra 
of B(Q) consisting of all 2 x 2 matrices over a W*-algebra 

$ - {e'xe' + v'e'xe'v'* I x C M'} 

(cf. [1]). Then, 

( and (O -)e 

Let 

ell C12\ 

C12 C22/ 

then 

e'ca0(1 - e') (0 C12) 0 - 

For h e K and x, y e Ms., we have 

[e'(x - h)(1 - e'), y] - [e'h(l - e'), y] 
-e'h(l - e')y + ye'h(l - e') 

-e'[h, y] + e'[h, y]e' 

-e'[b, y] + e'[b, y]e' 

therefore, e'(x - h)(1 - e') e M'. Let 
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X h- dil d12\ 

xd* d2j 

then by the above considerations, d12 C A. 
Now let K1 be a weakly closed convex subset of K generated by 

{lu*am v IU M"} 

where Mu is the set of all unitary elements of M', then xa0- K1 is a weakly 
compact convex set and clearly xa0 - K1 ci A. Therefore, a subset 

H {d2l|o (d* d22) } 

of $ is also weakly compact in the W*-algebra 5$. 

Now let u, v be two unitary elements of $, then (0 ) is a unitary element 

w' of M' and 

I% " C11 '12 U 0'Ut1 _ U*12V 

0 V* C / 12 C220 v V Cl2U V*22V 

therefore H contains all elements u*c12v for u, v E Qu, where Ou is the set of 
all unitary elements of $. Hence H contains To12 T, where T is the unit sphere 
of $, because $ is *-isomorphic to the W*-algebra e'M'e', and so Ou is weakly 
dense in T(3). Therefore C12C *2H, because II C12 11_ <_ ? 1. Take a non- 
zero projection p in $ such that C12C*2 >? Xp for some positive number X, and 
let z(p) be the central support of p in $, then p z(p) in $. Let v be a partial 
isometry of $ such that vev = z(p) and vv* = p, then v*C12C,*2v >S XV*pV Xz(p); 
clearly v*Cl2C*2v H. Take call x0 - K1 such that 

dil V C12C1*2@ ( v C12C12v d22 

Since xa0 -u'* a.0u' - u' f**(x - aa0)u' = U'*Caou' for all W'i Mt," 

I (xa0 - U*aou )z I I Coz I 

for all z C Zp, and so for k E K1, 

11 (XaR - k)z 11 _ 11 caOZ 

for all z C Zp, this implies c0 -< xa0 - k for all k C K1. 
On the other hand, let z1 be a central projection of M' such that 

(Z(P) ?() 
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then 

llCa~l{[= l ?Z(P))Xc2*V d 22 ) 11C* , I11AII (/z(p) 0 
1 

ci2c v) 0 z(p) AvC12C12v d22 

- (Z(P)dii z(P)v*ci2cVv) 2 2 _ Z(Pdl 0 0 V*Ci'C*2X dlz) l2 

(zI p OdO ZZ(P)VV*Cl2C ?1 I 
(z(p)dll Z(p)V*Cl2cl*2V) d1z(p) 0 1/2 

0 ~~0 Z(P)V*Cl2Cl*V 01 

Iz(p)dl1~p + Z(P)(V*Cl2Cf~I 112 

?(11 z(p)dil II2 + \2)1/2 > II z(p)dll1. 

Analogously, 

1 11( o Z(p) 0 (o O\(v dl v C12C12v II Ca1Zi 0 Z(P) 1/kV* Cl2CQ2V d22 

01 ? 
0 

1 
z(p)V*C22C12v Z(p)d22) 

-I~ ~~ I 
0 

t Z(P)V*Cl2CI*2VA 
1 /12 

(Z(P)V*C12C*2V z(p)d22)(0 d22v(P) / 
2 + Z~p)(V*CJzCp)212 

- z(p)d22z(p) + z(p)(v*12c*v)lI l/l 

> 11z(p)d221 

Moreover, 

(d11 _ 1 f( di, /1 0f d1l VCi2C1*2V'\1 1 0 

0 d22/ 2 \v C12CQ2V d22/ 0 -/1 V*Cl2C*2V d22 k 1 

Since (1 -) is a unitary element uo of M', 

ca2 = 
( )x0 -- K1. C2 0 d22/ 

The maximality of cao and cl >- ca, Ca2 >- Ce imply that cal and ca2 are also 
maximal; hence II C | 1Zi = , 

I Ca2Zi 

On the other hand, 
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N 1 1 1 1 dllz(p) 0 )[ I =~~ ( diiZ(P)) 

= max {I Iz(p)d1l11 J Jl z(p)d22 1} 

< 11 da.zi 1i 

a contradiction. Hence caO= 0, and this completes the proof. 
Now we shall prove Theorem 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. First of all, we shall suppose that M' is a countably 

decomposable type III algebra, then by Lemma 3, cao = xo- aao = 0; hence 
[Xa0, x] = [aa0, x] = D(x) for x e M; therefore D is inner. 

Next suppose that M is arbitrary type III algebra. Take a countably 
decomposable projection p' in M' and put D(x p') = D(x)p' for x e M, then D 
is a derivation on a W*-algebra Mp' on a Hilbert space p'd and (Mp')' = p'M'p'; 
hence there is an element y e M such that [yp', xp'] = D(x p') for x e M; hence 
[y, xp'] = [b, x]p' for x e M and so [y, x]z = [b, x]z for x e M, where z is the 
central support of p'. This implies bz = yz + 'z (i' e M'); hence by the well 
known theorem of W*-algebras, a uniformly closed convex subset C generated 
by {u'*m'zu' i' e M'} has a non-void intersection with the center Z of M'. 
Take azecnZ(a e M), then yz + az e M and I Iyz + az I I II bz II ? 1 and 
[yz + az, x] = [yz, x] for all x e M. Therefore we can choose a family of 
orthogonal central projections (za I a e J) in M snch that for each a e J, there 
is an element ya in Mza, such that I I 8a I I 1, [ya, x] = D(x)za for all x e M and 
Eavej Za =1. Take yo = eJ Ya, then yo e M, and 

[NO, x] = eJ [Ya, x] = JE. D(X)Za= D(x) 

for x e M; hence D is inner. 
Finally suppose that M is arbitrary W*-algebra. Take a type III factor 

N on a Hilbert space S1 and consider the tensor product M 0 N, then MO N 
is of type III (8). 

Then b 6 1% is a bounded operator on Q 0 &, where 1t1 is the identity 
operator on &. Consider [b 0 1R,, x] for x e MO& N, then it is a derivation on 
M(O N, because [b X 1%1, C X d] e MO N for c e M and d e N, so that there 
is an element h in MO N such that [6 O 1ro, x] = [h, x] for all x e MO N. 
Hence [h, 1r 0 N] = 0, where 1 is the identity operator on ID; therefore 
he (1r X N)' n(MO N). 

{(1e 0 N)' n (MO N)}' D (1e 0 N, M' 0 N') 
= M'O (N', N) = M' B(&D); 

hence (1r, O N)' n (M O N) c (M' 0 B(Q1))' = MQ 1%, and so h e MO t 1, 
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this implies that D is inner. 
This completes the proof. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let SI be a C*-algebra on a Hilbert space &, D a 

derivation on S, then by the result of Kadison (4), D can be extended to a 
derivation D on the weak closure W of W, then there is an element xo e W such 
that [x0, $] = D(x) for x E W. 

This completes the proof. 
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